
Job Position Education
Atlanta - Georgia - United States

TITLE Math Tutor

POSITION TYPE Part-Time Contract

JOB DESCRIPTION

Qualifications: Must have a minimum Bachelor's Degree in Education and must have 
at least 1 year of continuous hand-on experience in teaching elementary school and 
middle school math. Must have a friendly, patient and resilient personality and enjoy 
working with children. Must also have strong communication and writing skills. You 
must have access to reliable transportation and be able to arrive to appointments on 
time.

Duties: As a mathematics instructor, you will teach students ages 5-12 mathematical 
concepts aligned to a predefined curriculum. You will be assigned sessions with 
clients that usually take place in their home for the duration of one hour or more with 
a single student. Sessions are scheduled from 9am up until 8pm depending on your 
availability.

* Work on multiple cases simultaneously
* Be able to plan effective sessions based on a predefined curriculum
* Remediate developmental hurdles during the session and devise new strategies
* Complete Progress Reports
* Provide progress updates to parents and managers
* Commit to regular scheduling for 12 weeks or more.

Nice To have:
* Teaching Certificate
* Special Education Experience
* Graduate Degree (In progress or Completed)
* Availability before 3pm
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To apply, please visit
www.learningridge.com/jobs


